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Command Based 3 to 7  
Screen Free  (with 
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Bluetooth 
Controlled  

Command Based

5 to 9  
LCD/ PC 

Programming
Command Based

6 to 9  
Screen-Free

Tangible Coding 
DIY 

4 to 7  
Screen-Free

Tagtile@ Puzzles 
Coding

4 to 16      
Screen-Free

Tangible Coding 4  to 6  
Screen-Free

Visual  Blocks coding 
( Blockly)

8 to 12    
Screen-Free

Tangible Coding 4 to 9   
Scratch
Python 4 to 16      

I-pad interactive 
wooden blocks 3 to 8   

Scratch
VPL

Blockly
8 to 14  

Scratch
VPL

Blockly
8to 14  

Scratch
VPL

Blockly
10 to 14  

Scratch
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Block Building 4 to 6   
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VPL
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Primary
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Age Guide

Arduino
Scratch

VPL
6 to 10  

Blockly
Scratch
Python

VPL

6 to 16    

Screen-Free 6 to 10  
Electronic Module 
Built-in Electronic 8 to 14   

Scratch
VPL

Python
8 to 16   

I-pad interactive
wooden blocks 4 to 11  

Microsoft Windows/ 
Raspberry Pi

Scratch
VPL

7 to 14   
Electronic Modules

Dough Kits
Micro-Bit

4 to 9    

Arduino 13 to 17  
Micro-bit

Cardboard 8 to 12  
Micro-bit

Block Building 11 to 16   
Screen Free

Scratch
Block Building

6 to 13   
Scratch
Arduino
Phyton 

10 to 16   
Scratch
Arduino 6/8 to 14   

Bluetooth electronic 
blocks /  Sam's App  6 to 14   

Raspberry Pi 
/ Arduino 11 to 16   
Scratch

VPL
Blockly

6 to 14















   

Micro-bit 7 to 14  

Raspberry Pi 11 to 17   

Arduino  UNO R3 11 to 17   

Neuron (MakeBlock)

Codey Rocky (MakeBlock)

Puzzlets Educators
(DreamLabs)

Snap Circuits (ELENCO)

Marty (Robotical)

Osmo Genius Kit

Ohbot

TechWillSaveUs 

CTC-101 Arduino 
Education 

DIMM (Binary Bots)

Totem Crab
Totem Tortoise
Totem Spider
(Binary Bots) 

Robo (Wunderkind)

Robobloq Qoopers

Q-scout Robobloq

Sam Labs

Ultimate 2 (MakeBlock)

Thymio

ElecFreaks micro:bit  Starters

Smart Video Car Kit 
for Raspberry Pi

4WD Smart Robot Car Kit for 
Arduino UNO R3. (keyEstudio,  

Uniroi, Elegoo, Lafvin)

BBC Inventor Kits Micro-Bit 8 to 17    
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Blue-Bot is a simple robot that can 
operate on its own or or be 
controlled via Bluetooth by an 
Android, iOS, Mac, or Windows 
device or a tactile reader. Blue-Bot is 
transparent so that kids can see all of 
the parts that make it work. It can 
now interact with other Blue-Bots 
too! Audio record and playback 
functionality is added in the newer 
version. Teachers can use Blue-Bot 
to help teach logic and sequential 
thinking to Pre-K through 
second-grade kids

BEE-BOT
Bee-Bot is a programmable 
robot-like device that looks like a 
bee and is designed especially for 
the preschool age group. 
Bee-Bot promotes directional 
language, programming skills and 
mapping skills. Use it on the floor 
to travel through kid-built 
courses or on prepared mats to 
reach specific destinations. This is 
the new interactive version with 
audio recording and playback 
funcionality.

The grown-up version of Bee-Bot that can be 
programmed using robotic controls on the 
car or through Logo programming. 
Commands are entered via a set of arrow 
and number keys mounted on the back of 
the robot and are shown on the LCD screen. 
As the robot executes each move the 
corresponding command is highlighted on 
the screen allowing kids to recognize and 
de-bug errors. It can hold a felt-tip pen in the 
built-in mechanism in the center, allowing it 
to draw as it moves.

PRO-BOT

BLUE-BOT

3-7 Screen-Free
Command Based 

5-9
Screen Free 

(with Tactile Reader)
Bluetooth Controlled  

Command Based

6-9
LCD/ PC

Programming
Command Based
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KIBO
Coding concepts and robotics through 
exploration and play.  KIBO lets children 
make almost anything - a character 
from a story,  a race helicopter - 
anything that they can think of. The 
child creates a sequence of instructions 
(a program) using the wooden blocks. 
They scan the blocks with the KIBO 
body to tell the robot what to do. They 
press the button and the robot comes 
alive.

Cubetto is a playful wooden robot that 
helps young kids discover programming 
through storytelling, adventure and 
collaboration. Kids use the instruction 
blocks (forward, left, right and function) 
on the interface board to create a 
sequence. It introduces core 
programming concepts like debugging, 
the queue, recursions and encouraging 
computational thinking.

An educational robot that 
accelerates learning in coding, 
mathematics, language, and music 
through its TagTile programming 
language which  consists of puzzle 
pieces that offer different directions 
for Kubo to follow. Users connect 
the puzzle pieces any way they 
want, and Kubo then drives along 
the tiles to read the directions and 
acts out that sequence when it is 
placed on the “play” tile.

KUBO

CUBETTO

4-7
Screen-Free

Tangible Coding 
DIY 

4-12
Screen-Free

Tagtile@ Puzzles
Coding and

Coding+

4-6 Screen-Free
Tangible Coding
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OZOBOT

DIDACUBES

MATATALAB
CODING SET

A small and smart line following 
robot. Ozobot uses sensors to 
follow & make precise movements 
to react to colors on a page or 
screen. This simple form of 
communication and programming 
allows children and adults of all ages 
to create and send Ozobot through 
an endless array of mazes, maps 
and racetracks.

Matatalab is a tangible coding robot 
set designed for kids to learn basic 
coding through adventures and 
hands-on play. It comes with a 
coding robot, physical programming 
board, programming blocks and 
additional assets which can be used 
to create and solve different kinds of 
programming problems. 

DidaCubes is a collection of 
programmable blocks for K12 STEAM 
and coding. With 3D papercrafts and 
user-friendly APPs children aged 6+ 
are able to transform DidaCubes into 
various projects through easy and fun 
learning experience. It provides a well 
rounded learning curve for kids to 
learn to code with fun projects.

8-12
Screen-Free

Visual  Blocks coding
( Blockly)

4-9 Screen-Free
Tangible Coding

4-16 Scratch
Python
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Sphero Mini packs tons of fun into a tiny, app-enabled robot about 
the size of a ping pong ball. Drive Mini using different modes with 
the Sphero Mini app, or just by using your face. Yes, you read 
that right. Face Drive is a hilarious new feature that uses your 
facial expressions to drive the ball. Mini’s games are just as 
addicting – use the ball as a controller to shoot your 
way through space, race a ship through a tunnel, or 
rotate your ball to destroy a polygon of bricks. 
Thanks to the beauty of app updates, there’s 
always more on the way. If you’re feeling 
extra clever, download the Sphero Edu 
app and program your robot using 
JavaScript. 

It is the newest Sphero Robot and 
an upgrade from the existing SPRK+ 
with a configurable LED matrix 
display, and infrared sensors for 
communicating with other robots 
and more than two hours of 
continuous play.

A transparent robot ball that 
helps to teach kids (and adults) 
to program; from basic 
programming to complex 
text-based coding. SPRK+ is 
equipped with Bluetooth 
SMART making it easy to use 
and handle especially for the 
teachers in the classroom. 

8-14
Scratch

VPL
Blockly

8-14
Scratch

VPL
Blockly

8-14
Scratch

VPL
Blockly

MINI-SPHERO

 SPHERO
SPRK

 SPHERO BOLT
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SMARTGURLZ

CUBELETS

LITTLEBITS

Play, learn to code, interact and solve 
problems with Siggy our Bluetooth®, 
Low Energy (BLE) enabled, 
self-balancing mobile device. 
SmartGurlz is the world's first coding 
robot for girls. Choose between Jen, 
Zara, Maria and June.

5-10 Scratch
VPL

4-6 Blockly 
Block Building

8+ Arduino
Block Building

Cubelets comes with three types of 
blocks; namely distance, drive and 
battery. Each gets connected to the 
others. Cubetto can track hands or 
follow objects & can run away from 
the objects if object-avoidance 
mode is chosen. There are other 
under-cover ursula, side-line move 
and numerous creative modes!

Littlebits is ??? little blocks that snap 
together with each other to create 
unmatched creative projects. So inventing 
a doorbell, texting, clapper machine and 
morning alarms, etc. is possible and ready 
for kids to try!
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LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 is 
built with 601 pieces and 
includes the intelligent EV3 
Brick, 3 servo motors, plus 
color, touch and IR sensors. 
Kids will love building and 
coding their fully-functional 
robot to walk, talk and even 
play games or to complete 
tasks. This educational 
STEM robot toy makes 
engineering fun for 
everyone who builds it.

Dash has 100's of pre-loaded 
missions to choose from. It 
can dance, race, respond to 
objects efficiently and also 
emit sound. It is an instant kid 
confidence booster and they 
can play with Dash to 
innovate via app 
programming.

WEDO (LEG0)
LEGO WeDo is a robotics 
hardware and software 
platform specifically designed 
for Kindergarten to Grade 2 
kids. As with other LEGO 
Education products, it follows 
the 4 C's process – Connect 
to a story, Construct a model, 
Contemplate its function and 
Continue improving its 
design.

DASH
(WONDER)

MINDSTORMS
EV3

(LEGO)

5-9 Scratch  VPL 
Block Building

5-12 Blockly
Scratch VPL

10+ Python
Block Building
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CUE (WONDER)

MBOT
(MAKEBLOCK)

MBOT RANGER
(MAKEBLOCK)

Cue is a true wonder offering multiple 
personalities to choose from for their sounds. So 
kids get two male and two female sound options. 
Kids can actually text Cue and he responds using 
his 30,000 built-in message library. It has 3 
proximity sensors and can be programmed using 
block-based programming or even Java Script.

10-15 Blockly 

8-12 Scratch VPL
Arduino

8+ Scratch 
VPL

A pretty famous wireless bot that 
comes with a Bluetooth-enabled 
app. A perfect toy for a classroom 
and is compatible with LEGO. mBot 
has a pretty well-rounded learning 
curve & kids love it!

mBot Ranger is an advanced version of mBot that 
comes with 3 preset forms, for three times the fun! It 
can easily transform into Land Raider, Dashing 
Raptor & Nervous Bird. It gets children started on 
robot programming, advancing their skills and 
problem-solving abilities.
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NEURON
(MAKE BLOCK)

PUZZLETS

CODEY ROCKEY
(MAKEBLOCK)

 Neuron has a three step tagline - 
click, connect, create. These small 
block pieces snap together using 
pogo pin. It can be coded via 
flow-based programming and offers 
voice & face recognition. The 
graphical programming interface in 
the app enables beginners to easily 
create applications and add basic or 
advanced functionality (e.g. IoT) into 
their inventions. 

Codey Rocky is a 2-in-1 robot where 
Codey is a standalone remote control 
with 10+ electronic modules built in and 
Rocky is the transporter, the moving 
machine. It has an intuitive drag & drop 
programming interface and can be used 
for even controlling your TV for example. 
It is LEGO compatible. Kids can even 
create music with it via code!

Puzzlets Educators come with 
22 programming puzzlets. The 
game objective is to save the 
island from evil forces. The Play 
tray is Bluetooth-enabled and 
programming games can be 
downloaded online. The tray can 
connect to PC and is 
iOS/Android compatible as well.

6-10 Arduino
Scratch  VPL

6-16 Blockly Scratch
Python VPL

6-10 Screen-Free
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Marty is a fully programmable robot built 
by Robotics and designed to give kids a fun 
and hands-on introduction to coding and 
robotics. It is also an expandable robot, 
perfect for makers and educators. It is 
Wi-Fi enabled with nine individually 
controllable servo motors. Kids can add a 
bunch of sensors to react to the 
environment. It can walk, turn, dance, even 
kick a football!

SNAP CIRCUITS
(ELENCO)

With Snap Circuits kids get to 
make a variety of projects, each 
enhancing a specific skill set, 
starting with voice light diode 
and motor space sound projects. 
Each wire is numbered for 
making connections 
super-simple & easy to 
understand!

Osmo Genius Kit has 3 apps to 
play with - Monster, Neuron & 
Masterpiece. Monster is an 
introductory app for kids to get 
instructions via the provided 
tablet games. The kids then have 
to perform the given activity such 
as drawing a balloon on the 
board. With Neuron, kids can play 
bounce and roll, live drawing in 
app via board & much more!

OSMO GENIOUS
KIT

MARTY
(ROBOTICAL)

4-11 Electronic Module 
Built-in Electronic

4-11 I-pad interactive
wooden blocks

8-16 Scratch  VPL
 Python
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OHBOT (BLUE)

OHBOT (RED)

TECHWILLSAVEUS

Ohbot Blue is Microsoft Windows driven 
robot. It is able to move, has multi-lingual 
speaking ability and speech synthesis, and 
can be custom-coded to perform desired 
actions. It looks pretty attractive and 
supports real-time preview on screen 
while programming.

7-14
Microsoft Windows

Raspberry Pi
Scratch VPL

7-14
Microsoft Windows

Raspberry Pi
Scratch VPL

4-9
Electronic Modules

Dough Kits
Micro-Bit

Ohbot Red is controlled via 
Raspberry-Pi. From moving, 
speech synthesis, speaking 
in multiple languages to 
following custom code 
commands, it can do all of 
that! The real-time screen 
preview of robot while 
programming enables kids 
to understand programming 
and learn in an effective 
way.

Electro Dough Kit teaches kids more about circuitry 
such as parallel and series, about building scenes, using 
crocodile clips with a buzzer and a tilt switch. So kids 
also get to play with insulated dough and conductive 
dough. With all of the kit together it is an interesting 
learning curve for small kids.
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DIMM
(BINARY BOTS)

TOTEM
(BINARY BOTS)

UFO
(BINARY

BOTS)

DIMM is an amazing new  DIY smart 
robot everyone wants. Kids love it as 
it is an exciting experience to build 
this  cardboard robot. Kids can learn 
to code it to do exciting things using 
sensors. This kit comes with Dimm 
robot, some fun sensors and a brand 
new BBC micro-bit computer.

Binary's UFO is a smart toy that uses 
light & sound to teach kids to code. 
This DIY kit comes  with a  Binary's 
UFO cardboard robot , some fun 
sensors and a BBC micro-bit computer. 
Learning becomes so easy and fun for 
kids with free online activities and 
videos, that they throughly enjoy the 
learning process.

8-12 Micro-bit
Cardboard

8+ Micro-bit
Cardboard

Planet Totem – is a STEM project by 
BinaryBots that encourages kids to code 
with BBC micro: bit. Totem Crab, Totem 
Tortoise and Totem Spider are three kinds 
of alien robots Binary found on Planet 
Totem. With a brand new BinaryBots 
sensor board and awesome pincer, this 
brings the Totem  to life with code today! 
Totem Mechanics allows for some 
incredible innovations - strong, easy to use 
and adaptable from simple to very 
complex structures for kids. 

11-16 Micro-bit
Block Building
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ARDUINO
CTC 101

 Robo Wunderkind is a  Modular 
Programmable Robotics Kit . Includes 8 parts 
(e.g. sensors, motors, wheels, adapters).  It 
allows children as young as 6 to think, explore 
and experiment while building real robots and 
learning how to code them. Supported by two 
intuitive, non-verbal apps for coding and 
remote control, Robo is compatible with 
LEGO™ bricks and LEGO™ Technic

A  STEM educational  DIY robot,composed by  
a metal building module and electronic 
module, Qoopers will improve engineering and 
programming ability. It comes as  a 6-in-1 kit 
for creating qooper robots. It offers a complete 
learning solution based off a LED sensor, 
ultrasonic module, LED matrix and Q-mind 
Arduino sensor . Scratch 3.0 based graphical 
programming,it's easy to use for starter. 
Python and Arduino Coding on PC MyQode 
software, it's for higher level coding.

13-17 Arduino

6-13
Screen Free

Scratch  
Block Building

ROBO
(WUNDERKIND)

ROBOBLOQ
QOOPERS

10-16 Scratch Arduino
Python 

Arduino CTC 101 is pretty 
impressive. It is one of its kind 
STEM-based learning program 
where foundation for electronics, 
mechanics and programming are 
very well catered for. 25+ 
experiments included along with 
video tutorials, learning centers and 
much more!
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6/8-14 Scratch
Arduino

Q-SCOUT ROBOBLOQ

SAM LABS

ULTIMATE 2 
(MAKE BLOCK)

Robobloq Q-Scout is a Basic  DIY STEM educational 
robot,composed by metal building module and 
electronic module, Q-Scout will improve engineering 
and programming ability/Classic sensor set. 
Ultrasonic & line tracking sensors are scientifically fun 
and adequately programmable. From basic  (scratch ) 
to advance coding  (Arduino) and  the Robobloq 
software (Windows/MacOS/Linux/Chrome) is one of 
the most popular entry-level coding platform.

With SamLabs kids  will develop 
engineering skills by using  electronic  
blocks to create, modify and/or 
enhance designs. Depending on the 
kit, hardware may include buttons, DC 
motors, LED lights, sliders, buzzers and 
more, while software commands 
control behaviors, sound, timing, color, 
logic and other aspects. Teachers can 
use SAM Edu to bring the Internet of 
Things into their classroom, engaging 
kids with hands-on learning while 
promoting design, programming and 
engineering skills.

A comprehensive robot kit to build 
complex robots. It is also great for 
learning Arduino and Scratch 
programming. Kids can control their 
robot with their smart device through 
Bluetooth connection. It contains 
metal geared motors, 
Arduino-compatible controller, 
programmable RGB LED strip, different 
kinds of sensors, robotic gripper and 
other mechanical parts. 

6-14Bluetooth electronic
 blocks /  Sam's App

11-16 Raspberry
Pi / Arduino
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THYMIO

ELEC
FREAKS

PI2GO
(RASPBERRY P1)

Thymio is a little compact, artistically 
designed kid robot. It is primarily an 
educational robot that can be used on 
multiple surfaces, from table to grounds and 
comes with pre-programmed features. It can 
detect and avoid objects using the yellow 
color mode and follow the objects in purple 
mode. It has an accelerometer, microphone, 
temperature sensor, infrared received and 
more!

Elecfreaks micro-bit kits provide 
kids with great tools to get 
creative, connected and to start 
coding. It includes the micro-bit 
board and some basic electronic 
components such as a LED, a 
button, a buzzer, a temperature 
sensor, etc. that kids need to 
hook up and experiment with 
multiple electronic circuits! 

Educational kit for beginners to get 
hands-on experience about Raspberry 
Pi programming, electronics assembling 
and robotics knowledge. A AWD Car Kit 
based on RaspberryPi controller board. 
Once the robot is calibrated, kids can 
play with the robot using a ball for 
example. The robot can follow the ball 
wherever it goes. It can also follow and 
push the ball to play with kids.

6-14 Scratch VPL
Blockly

11-17 Raspberry Pi

7-14 Micro-bit
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TTS PI2GO

KEYESTUDIO
TURTLE ROBOT

CAR KIT

SUNFOUNDER
SMART 

VIDEO CAR KIT

Educational kit for beginners to get hands-on 
experience about Raspberry Pi programming, 
electronics assembling and robotics 
knowledge. A AWD Car Kit based on 
RaspberryPi controller board. The robot can 
both push the ball following wherever it goes 
or follow the ball and let kids push the ball.

Educational kit for beginners to get hands-on 
experience about Arduino programming, 
electronics assembling and robotics 
knowledge. An AWD Car Kit based on UNO R3 
controller board. The robot car can also be 
controlled from a PC to move 
forward/backward, turn left/right while 
adjusting car speed as preferred. It has sensors 
to recognize obstacles and adjust direction. 
Even live streaming to PC is possible!

Educational kit for beginners to get 
hands-on experience about Arduino 
programming, electronics assembling 
and robotics knowledge. A AWD Car Kit 
based on UNO R3 controller board. It is a 
compact yet smart looking remote 
control car. It supports standard controls 
including obstacle avoidance & line 
tracking modules.

11-17 Raspberry Pi

11-17 Arduino
UNO R3

8-16 Raspberry Pi
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UNIROI  4WD

ELEGOO 4WD

LAFVIN 4WD

Educational kit for beginners to 
get hands-on experience about 
Arduino programming, 
electronics assembling and 
robotics knowledge. An AWD 
Car Kit based on UNO R3 
controller board. UNIROI Robot 
moves pretty fast and has a 
much smoother ride. With 8.4v 
charge, this Bluetooth-enabled 
car has infrared, object tracking, 
obstacle avoidance and much 
more!

Educational kit for beginners to get hands-on 
experience about Arduino programming, 
electronics assembling and robotics knowledge. 
A AWD Car Kit based on UNO R3 controller 
board. It includes Bluetooth remote, infrared 
remote, line following and collision avoidance 
modules. The best thing, kids do not have to 
solder a thing! 

Educational kit for beginners to get 
hands-on experience about Arduino 
programming, electronics assembling 
and robotics knowledge. A AWD Car 
Kit based on UNO R3 controller 
board. LAFVIN Robot makes pre-set 
pattern movements possible, works 
on all surfaces and has a reasonable 
speed too. 

11-17 Arduino  UNO R3

11-17 Arduino  UNO R3
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MAGIK PLAY 
STARTER KIT

BBC
INVENTOR KITS

Magikbee reimagines kid's screen 
time with an ecosystem of games, 
toys and books designed to 
promote active fun and STEM 
learning. Magik play is a set of 
wooden building blocks that interact 
with an iPad in a series of puzzles 
and games. Merging physical and 
digital, this STEAM tool offers an 
engaging, tactile and fun learning 
experience for kids aged 3-8.3-8 I-pad interactive

wooden blocks

8-17 Micro-Bit

The Kitronik Inventor's Kit for the 
BBC micro:bit is a great way to get 
started with programming and 
hardware interaction with the BBC 
micro:bit. This Inventor's Kit 
contains everything you need to 
complete 10 experiments including 
using LEDs, motors, LDRs and 
capacitors
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